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Enrollment numbers welcomed after last year’s flood
Cameron Drews
Staff Writer
It appears that theAdmissions office has
succesfolly predicted freshmen enrollment
levels, but the final count will not bereleased
until next week. At this point there’s no tell-
ing exactly how well housing, Bon Appetit







Seattle University is cracking
down on jaywalkers and empha-
sizing student safety this academic
year with the elimination ofa pop-
ular pathway.
What used to be the invit-
ing “jaywalking pathway” that
connected Cherry Street and the
Student Center is now grown'over
with shrubbery. This formerlygrav-
el pathway next to the solarpanel is
now an elevated landscape feature
ofregional foliage.
Aside from the most gung-ho
jaywalkers who don’t mind traips-
ing through foliage and hiking over
rock formations, this barrier is built
to prevent students and other com-
munity members from wandering
illegally across Cherry St.
“Rockery and additional soil
has been put in to create more
of a physical barrier so folks will
go down to 12th and UHH
Cherry and Hplfl
Lindsey Wasson The Spectator
the load.
This is likely because freshmen num-
bers affect everyone. Housing gets crowd-
ed, Cherry Street Market gets crowded,
Connolly Center gets crowded, and the
SEAC struggles to raise enough
money to accommodate every-
one. Since Seattle University







battles for control with
Gonzaga’s Mitchell
Weller on Sept. 14,
2011.
What to do during Welcome Week
thespectator
since 1933
Zachary Seftel, center, shakes hands for the first time with his new roommate ■■■■
Michael Notestine in Xavier Residence Hall during move-in day, Saturday Sept. 17, !■■■
2011. For more on new student move-in and housing, see pages 2 and 3, Wy
Freshman class of 2013 820
Freshman class of 2014 1043
Freshman class of 2015 *875








A Blue ‘Schroom burger at
Blue Moon on Broadway be-
tween Republican & Mercer.








Seattle U rankings 5
spectator.com
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Landscape design aims to end jaywalking
cross at the light,” said
■ra Shannon Britton, Seattle U
grounds manager.
On the opposite side of the
sidewalk, shrubs were planted to seal the
gaps in the buffer as well.
“We packed that prettytightly,” Britton
said of the roadside. In reality, the spaces
at the exact end of the path are closed, but
farther up the sidewalk jaywalkerscan still
utilize foot-wide spaces between the shrubs.
Many students are disgruntled by the
inconvenience, but some students felt they
actually lost work because of the project.
From June to July during the landscap-
ing, student grounds workers found their
hours cut 50 percent. Instead of utilizing
these Seattle U workers, an outside group
Lindsey Wasson | The Spectator
New landscaping outside of the student center now prohibits access as of September 14, 2010. Signage
suggests pedestrians use the regular entrance nearby.
Freshmen enrollment succesfully reduced
Preliminary numbers from the Admissions office suggest that
Era freshmen enrollment is back down to manageable levels this year
prides itself on maintaining
small and steady class sizes, it is also im-
portant to make sure that Core curriculum
classes aren’t overwhelmed.
In the past, The Spectator has addressed
the issue from several angles in an attempt
to keep tabs on Seattle U’s expansion and
examine any bothersome growing pains.
From a sheer numbers perspective, it’s
clear that more people are showing an inter-
est in Seattle U and more people are deciding
to enroll after receiving an acceptance letter.
It’s important to keep this number under
control to keep Seattle U from bursting
at the seams.
The Spectator reported in a Dec.
1, 2010 article that 4.6 percent more
students were admitted in 2009 than
in 2010, and the number of admitted
the spectator
The old path from the Student Center to Cherry Street has been
landscaped over in an effort to prevent jaywalking
news
called Cerna Landscape was hired for the
project. Robert Schwartz, vice president of
Facilities, insists that the hour cuts were
solely “budget-driven.”
“[We] were able to restore [the students]
to full employment. There was a few weeks
in there where we had to figure out where
we were going to find the money,” Schwartz
explained.
Both Schwartz and Britton agree that
the decision to hire Cerna Landscape to
cover the pathway had no relationship with
the cut in students’ hours.
“[The project] in no way reflected any
employment issues on campus,” Britton
said.
Meanwhile, Campion, Chardin and
Murphy residents are frustrated by the
students who decided to enroll increased
by 4 percent. According to another
Spectator article printed on June 1,
Admissions received roughly 6,300 ap-
plications although it was aiming for 925
freshmen for the class of 2015.
While the official number of fresh-
men will not be known until 10 days
after classes begin, Dean ofAdmissions,
Melore Nielson was able to come up with
an estimate.
“At this juncture, we anticipate around
875 or more new freshmen and around
450 or more new transfers,” said Nielson.
It’s an ambitious goal, reflective of the
problems that arose when a class of 1,043
freshmen arrived on Seattle U’s doorstep
last year.
It now appears that Admissions will
loss of the alluring, if potentially danger-
ous, shortcut. These former path-walkers
will have to forgo the convenient jaywalk
across Cherry to the Murphy access road
and follow the sidewalk to a legal crosswalk
instead.
“[Leaving the path] was saying ‘Come
across the road and enter campus from this
path.’ We wanted to do our part to stop
that from happening,” Britton explained.
“This pathway seemed to be an open
invitation,” Schwartz added.
And that was a dangerous invitation, ac-
cording to some officials.
Director of Public Safety and
Transportation Mike Sletten reported at
least six accidents on East Cherry, between
12th Avenue and Broadway, in the past
three years. These include two bicycle vs.
vehicle accidents.
“SU Public Safety, Seattle Police and
have successfully kept the number below
its initial goal.
“As we communicated last spring, we
planned for a smaller freshmen class than






in close contact with Jeff Philpott, direc-
tor of the Core Curriculum, and I feel
confident he is prepared for the number
of incoming students.”
Seattle Fire Department personnel have
responded to numerous accidents, both
outside of crosswalks and within cross-
walks...there have also been numerous re-
ports over the years of near-misses, where
community members have reported vehicle
drivers [having] brushed against a commu-
nity member’s leg or clothing when crossing
East Cherry,” Sletten stated in an email.
But jaywalking is a city-wide issue as
well. After nine jaywalkers were hit and
killed in 2006 (this included a former
City Council member’s chief of staff),
City Council began enacting pedestrian-
priority legislation in 2007. Between 2000
and 2008 alone, 63 pedestrians were killed
on Seattle’s streets.
According to the Seattle Municipal
Code, the police can write a $56 ticket
for more than just walking outside the
crosswalk or crossing on a solid “DON’T
WALK” symbol. Crossing within the
crosswalk while the traffic light is yellow
and starting to cross when the “DON’T
WALK” signal begins to flash is also tick-
et-worthy. In 2007, according to a 2008
Seattle Metropolitan article, the police
ticketed 2,524 unlucky (often bewildered)
jaywalkersfor all of the above. Officer Ian
Walsh made national news in 2010 when
he punched an uncooperative teenage girl
jaywalkingacross Rainier Avenue.
Judging by the thorough Cherry Street
pathway covering, it’s safe to say this
tough-on-pedestrian attitude has traveled
to Seattle U just in timefor the new school
year. Public Safety will conduct a Pedestrian
Safety Awareness Program during the be-
ginning of fall quarter. Although Public
Safety itself does not enforce jaywalking
laws among Seattle U students, the Seattle
Police Department certainly does. Seattle
PD will have a greater presence around
campus this year.
“Seattle Police will be enforcing all safe
driving and safe pedestrian behaviors, as
we have requested their assistance,” Sletten
said.
The effectiveness of these jaywalking
prevention measures is yet to be seen.
Either way, Seattle U clearly has its eye on
jaywalkers this 2011-2012 school year, so
it might be wise to watch your step.
Kellie may be reached at
kcox@su-spectator.com
It’s clear that certain departments are
taking steps towards accommodating
Seattle U’s growing student body. For
example, Connolly Center renovations
are currently underway, and the finished
product is expected to solve previous
overcrowding concerns.
In addition, the Douglas Apartments
will provide additional space for
upperclassmen.
It is also worth noting that the por-
tioning out of merit-based scholarships
will not be affected by an increase in
freshmen. Last year, 98.5 percent of
freshmen received at least some form
of financial aid, and that number is ex-
pected to be similar for the class of 2015.




Bon App and Housing make
accomodate student needs,
As the Douglas makes changes in hopes of filling its beds, Bon Appetit
works to accommodate everyone during shorter meal times
Colleen Fontana
Staff Writer
Colorful decorations and welcome
signs appeared on the walls of residence
hall lobbies, the first sign that students
would be returning to Seattle University’s
campus. With an incoming class of ap-
proximately 900 students, there are no
quads this year. But, enough students are
“Currently our main goals
are to focus on expanding
and improving the LLCs.”
in need of housing that triple and triple-
efficiency room configurations will still
be utilized.
Associate Director of Housing, Tim
Albert, has many plans for the year. Plans
that are “driven by the size and composi-
tion of the student body,” he said in an
email.
“Currently, our main goals are to focus
on expanding and improving the LLCs,”
he said, referring to the Living-Learning
Communities that have grown this year,
ensuring that every new student will be
involved in one within his or her resi-
dence hall.
A new building on campus, the
Douglas, definitely helps ease crowding by
providing even more living space. Though
originally intended for upperclassmen,
rooms are now open to others.
“We do have sophomores living in the
[Douglas],” said Adam-Jon Aparicio, the
resident director of the Douglas. “The
majority of residents are juniors and se-
niors, but we also do have graduate stu-
dents and law students living with us too.”
Amy Worthington works with the
development management firm for the
Douglas, the Seneca Group. She described
the breakdown of students as being 33
percent sophomores, 37 percent juniors
and 22 percent seniors. The other 8 per-
cent consist ofpostgraduate students. Out
of the 259 beds in the Douglas, 226 of
them are currently filled, and Housing is
Top: Residents ascend the grand staircase in the lobby of the Douglas Apartments . The wood used to build the stairs came from the Oregon State Hospital where the
movie “One Flew Over a Cuckoo’s Nest” was filmed in 1975. Bottom left: Students and parents wander together through the newly opened residence life area in the
Douglas Apartments. The space includes seating, laundry and a TV room. Bottom right: Seniors Lindsay McDevitt, left, and Rebecca Lee enjoy their Douglas quad’s
common area. McDevitt said she likes the quad because it provides the basics but, “we have the freedom to make it our own too,” on Wednesday, September 14,2011.
Tim Albert
Associate Director of Housing
“There is an organic flow...if
it gets too crowded, people
tend to go elsewhere.”
Buzz Hofford
Resident District Manager, Bon Appetit
hoping the others will not remain empty.
If any students sign up for housing late
or are transferring during the year, the
Douglas will be an option.
The Seneca Group is also in charge
of arranging the businesses that will be
opening in the retail space beneath the
Douglas. Though no businesses have con-
firmed their space, Worthington is excited
for what is to come.
“They really want it to be a place where
the community can mingle with the stu-
dents and students can have an alternative
study space and a kind ofhang out area,”
Aparicio said.
In the meantime, students can still
refuel at Seattle U’s on-campus dining
options. Bon Appetit’s Resident District
Manager, Buzz Hofford, is aware of the
crowds that appear at Cherry Street
Market during peak meal times, but
changes are being made in order to help
with such congestion.
“It’s like a mosh pit back there with
The Grill,” Hofford said. “Part of it is just
the flow and the way it’s designed. What
we try to do, ideally, is create compelling
enough entrees at every station where we
diffuse the traffic so not everybody’s con-
gregating at once.”
Bon Appetit is going to be offering
“There is an organic flow...if
it gets too crowded, people
tend to go elsewhere.”
Buzz Hofford
Resident District Manager, Bon Appetit
a new dinner menu in the Hawk’s Nest
Bistro and the Cave will continue to try to
focus on more locally grown foods.
“We’re expecting that between the
changes to
population
Sidebar, The Bottom Line, The Byte, The
Cave and the Bistro —if each of those
operations picks up a little bit— it’s going
to lighten the load a bit on Cherry Street.”
The struggle this year, though, will be
the change in the scheduling. With all
students now on a block schedule, more
students will be eating within a certain
time period, putting more pressure on
Cherry Street Market. Hofford, however,
is not too worried.
“There is sort of an organic flow to
these things,” he said. “People sort of self-
regulate it. If it gets too crowded, people
tend to go elsewhere.”
Though the design of the space is not
up to him, Hofford has another approach.
“We repainted a much lighter tone,
much lighter color, and we’ve removed
all of the signs,” he said of Cherry Street
Market. “The look of the new cafe is
much cleaner, much more contemporary,
much less cluttered. It’s sort of a minimal-
ist approach.”
So with a new residence hall, a fresh
coat of paint, and an eager staff, Seattle
U welcomes another year and the class
of 2015.
Colleen may be reached at
cfontana@su-spectator.com
the spectator








Clockwise, from above: Boxes and bags line
the hallways of Bellarmine Hall as students
begin to move in on Saturday, Sept. 17, 2011.
Sophomore Orientation Advisor Josiah
Arteaga wheels a cart full of freshmen
belongings into Xavier during move-in
day. Arteaga said it had been a great
orientation, adding that the freshmen
class had a lot of “exciting energy.”
Senior OA Ashli Zijdemans and Junior OA
Chris Clem take a break while waiting for
more freshmen to arrive during move-in
day. “We’re so invested in Welcome Week
we don’t even leave our carts,” they said.
New students and their belongings crowd
Bellarmine elevators during move in. day.
For more on new student move-in and KHjM
housing, see pages 1-3. 1
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New Capitol Hill park holds promise as potential
hang-out spot for Seattle U students.
Friends of Federal and
Republican Park are in the




As students headed home for
the summer holidays, a small
group of Capitol Hill residents
were hard at working planning
a 12,000 square foot park on
Federal Avenue and Republican
Street. The park will be conve-
nient for those daunted by the
crowds at Cal Anderson and
overwhelmed by the 13-block
journey to Volunteer Park.
The Friends of Federal and
Republican Park, the group of
residents spearheading the proj-
ect, began work on the park
when Norah Kates, current chair
of Friends, wrote the project’s
first grant one year ago. Now
partnered with the landscape and
architecture firm SiteWorkshop,
Friends plans to conjure up a
neighborhood hotspot out of
three residential lots.
A potential dog park is in the






porch.” A combination of three
design concepts, the multi-gen-
erational “porch” design includes
a sloping lawn with terraced
seat steps, game tables settled
Seattle U ranks high for food, affordability
Olivia Johnson
Staff Writer
Each year, college ratings roll in from nu-
merous organizations validating the expense
of higher education and offering free pub-
licity for lesser-known schools by extolling
everything from dorm cleanliness to famous
faculty. The question is whether the ratings
matter. Are they even an accurate reflection
of the outside world’s perception of Seattle
University?
According to Vice President for
Enrollment Management Marilyn Crone,
“The ratings just serve as
an external endorsement
of the many good things
going on at the university.
Marilyn Crone
VP for Enrollment Management
“the ratings just serve as an external endorse-
ment ofthe many good things going on at
the university.”
Whether or not the ratings mean any-
thing, it’s nice to have a bit of a pat on the
back to get the school year
started again. So,
here it is, the university’s scorecard:
Seattle U was recognized in rankings from
September 21, 2011
The Spectator examines Seattle U’s rank in Frobes, The Princeton
Review, US News and World Report and more.
beneath oak trees and a com-
munity garden
“The idea there is that the
front porch is where you meet
and greet people. It’s where you
meet your neighbors,” said Mark
Brands, a landscape architect
from SiteWorkshop.
The design will not include
tennis courts, basketball courts
or skate dots, but will offer a
peaceful place to read, garden
and lounge.
“We decided to go for un-
structured play which means
that it’s not really traditional
play equipment, but all the ele-
ments of the park are playful,”
Brands said.
The park may find fans at
Seattle U, however, because
unstructured play includes an
element that will appeal to any
Seattle hipster: somewhere to
drink your Stumptown roast.
“The architects came up with
this idea for an espresso bar table
that is designed for people who
are passing through and maybe
just want to stop with a cup of
coffee and a newspaper,” Kates
explained.
Although promising as a de-
sign, in reality the project is still
taking “baby steps.”
“[It’s] a rough outline ofwhat
elements are going to be in the
design and roughly where, but
there’s no details,” Kates said.
With 10,000 dollars from
the Capitol Hill Umpqua Bank
US News and World Report, the Princeton
Review, and Forbes as being among the top
universities in the West. The university’s
ranking from US News held steady





rank sixth among regional schools, the same
as the 2010 rankings and up from the sev-
enth spot in the same category in 2009. This
year, it was also ranked ninth in the “Great
Schools, Great Prices” category for the West.
The Sierra Club rated Seattle U as the 35th
greenest school in the nation. Seattle U was
one of only two schools in the country on
the Sierra Club’s list to score a 9 out of 10.
The Princeton Review selected the univer-
sity as one of the top 376 colleges in 2011,
and identified it as one of the best colleges in
the West. In addition, Seattle U maintained
its position on the list from the year prior.
The Princeton Review utilized a variety of
factors to establish its rankings, including
student feedback, collection of student data
and facts, and discussions with counselors
and advisers. It assembled a list ranked in
no particular order ofwhat it considered to
li
s r
Landscape architects at SiteWorkshop cooperated with the Friends of Federal and Republican Park to
design an innovative community space that will include a shared garden and espresso bars.
for an estimated $300,000 to
$500,000 project, this espresso
bar-community space may be
a distant goal. The grant from
Umpqua Bank will fund interim
improvements to the space until
big changes become affordable.
Both Kates and Brands remain
be the top 15 percent of universities in the
nation, according to its website.
While the Princeton Review asserted it
used objective information from a variety
ofsources, US News used data based purely
on its own research and statistics, utilizing
a methodology based on dividing schools
into categories based on research or liberal
arts focus and national vs. regional recogni-
tion. According to its website, the rankings
methodology changes from year to year due
to the constantly fluctuating state of higher
education.
The ranking system used by Forbes uti-
lized information provided by the Center
for College Affordability and Productivity,
a Washington, D.C. think tank, according
to its website, published August 3. It con-
sidered factors such as quality of teaching,
great career prospects, graduation rates and
low levels of debt. In the Forbes rankings,
unlike other ranking publications, the only
two Ivy League schools that made it into the
top 10 were Harvard and Princeton. Other
schools ofsimilar prestige barely fell within
the top 50. According to these rankings,
9th Great Schools, great prices in the West
35th greenest school in the nation, Sierra Club
One of top 376 colleges, one of best in the West, The
Princeton Review
17th Best food, The Daily Beast
323rd overall, 263rd private, 62nd in the West. Forbes
confident.
“ [SiteWorkshop] has worked
on several projects that have had
bigger budgets than this...so
we’re very optimistic even though
it doesn’t seem like there’s a lot of
money out there,” Brands said.
“Overwhelmingly, most of the
news
Seattle U falls at 323 overall, #263 among
private schools and #62 in schools in the
West. This represented a slide in rankings
from last year, when Seattle U ranked 256
in the nationwide category. Forbes focused
on “postgraduate success, which evaluated
alumni pay and prominence; student satis-
faction, which included professor evaluations
and freshman to sophomore year retention
rates; debt, which penalized schools for high
student debt loads and default rates and four
year graduationrate and competitive awards,
which rewarded schools whose students won
prestigious scholarshipsand fellowships like
the Rhodes Scholar award, the Marshall
Scholarship and the Fulbright Scholarship,”
according to the company’s website.
On a tastier note, the Daily Beast rated
Seattle U 17 in the nation for “Best Food.”
Olivia can be reached at ojohnson@su-
spectator.com
Frances Dinger contributed reporting
to this story.
BSB
Illustration via Seattle Parks and Recreation
[community] feedback has been
really positive...I’ve been really
impressed by that,” Kates said.





Specs of the week
Obama tries to tax the rich
Obamas plans to establish a minimum tax for millionaires had some
Republicans crying “class warfare” this week, according The NewYorkTimes.
Obama aims to press Republicans into supporting the minimum tax in ex-
change for Democrats support ofMedicaid and Medicare cuts. The proposal
will be called “Buffett Rule” because it was inspired by billionaire investor and
author, Warren Buffet.
The proposal comes as Congress works on a long-term debt —reduction
plan. Obama took the fight to the next level this week when he threatened to
veto any plan bill that did not include a tax increase for Americas wealthiest.
The pundits are all predicting of course that the gloves are off for good and
Obama the Compromiser has become a fighter after all. It remains to be seen
ifthe strategyserves him in the 2012 elections. He will face voter dissatistfac-
tions and party disaffection in that election.
WikiLeaks strikes again and Al Jazeera news director steps down
WikiLeaks is at it again; proving that the worlds most controversial hacker
collective is still changing the game. Al-Jazeera, the Middle East’s largest news
network, is replacing its news director after some unflattering WikiLeaks cover-
age. Accordingto “diplomatic cables,” realeased by WikiLeaks, News Director
Wadah Khanfar modified content in response to pressure from the United
States.
The cables describe secret meetings between Khanfar and American Embassy
officials. As one of the few News organizations offering a “middle eastern”
perspective on Mid-East and world events, the revelation seriously jeopardizes
Al Jazeera’s credibility. The Qatari government (Qatar finances AlJazeera) may
have been involved as well. Khanfar will be replaced by a member ofthe Qatari
royal family.
ATM skimmers plague Seattle
As the methods consumers use to purchase goods and services around the
world continue to shift and, increasingly, move into the cyber-realm, nefarious
characters who would steal these assets are developing innovative and techni-
cal ways to dip into unsuspecting American wallets. These cyber-thefts are
increasingly occurring around the country, affecting consumers even within
the Emerald City.
Multiple sources have reported that these cyber-thieves utilize small “skim-
ming” devices and miniature cameras to pilfer credit card information and
PINs from ATM users.
The Seatde Times reported Tuesdaythat U.S. AttorneyJennyDurkan, “the
chieffederal law-enforcement officer in Western Washington,” had herselfbeen
the victimofcybercrime. The twist? Durkan is chair ofthe JusticeDepartments
Cybercrime Subcommittee. She estimates that annual revenues earned within
criminal card-skimming industry amount to nearly one billion dollars.
There are several things consumers can do to protect themselves from having
their identity compromised byATM skimmers. Durkan noted that when she
made the ATM transaction which cost her her own identity, she was suspicious
that the machine had been tampered with but ignored it, as she was in a hurry.
When she spoke to King5, Durkan advised that ATM users investigate the
machines they are usingfor signs oftampering and evidence ofhidden cameras.
Troy Davis to be executed after more than 20 years on death row
The New YorkTimes reported Tuesday that Troy Davis was denied clem-
ency by a Georgia Pardons Board. Davis is to be executive via lethal injection
on Wednesday.
Davis was arrested in 1991, after he was convicted ofmurdering Georgia
police officer Mark MacPhail in a Savannah parking lot, shooting him in the
heart and face as he tried to break up a fight.
The NewYorkTimes also notes that Davis has faced execution three times
in the last two decades, and was granted a stay each time.
Amnesty International, an international organization which aims to protect
against humans rights violations on a global scale, asserts on their website that
Davis’s trial “contained inconsistencies” and that “all but two ofthe state’s non-
police witnesses from the trial have recanted or contradicted their testimony.”
MacPhail’s widow, Joan MacPhail-Harris, is less than convinced.
In Kim Severson’s New YorkTimes article, she was paraphrased as saying
that “calling Mr. Davis a victim [was] ludicrous.” She, her daughter, and her
brother will be present at the execution.
the spectator news
The Seattle University Marksmanship Club
Shooting Schedule
2011-12 Academic Year
Transportation to the gun range leaves from the
front ofBellarmine Hall at 2:20 p.m.
Firearms, ammunition, safety equipment, and
instruction are provided.
Annual Membership Dues: $35.00
For Information about the Membership Club








Arthur Dodek - dodekal@seattleu.edu
Kelvin Luu - luuk@seattleu.edu
Aaron Sundal - sundala@seattleu.edu
Brendan Miller - millerb8@seattleu.edu
Kyle Vanderstoep - vanderst@seattleu.edu
Nicholas Ekimoto - ekimoton@seattleu.edu
Anthony Seuferer - seuferer@seattleu.edu
Dr. Tadie - 206-296-5422
http://students.seattleu.edu/clubs/marksmanship
The S.U. Marksmanship Club
invites you to join club members for the
Open-day at the Gun Range on Friday, Sept. 30
th
New & experienced shooters are welcome.
Firearms, ammunition, safety equipment,
instruction, and transportation are provided.
Transportation leaves promptly
from the front of Bellarmine Hall at 2:20 p.m.
Reservations are required.
Make your reservation
at the Marksmanship Club’s table at the
Street Fair
on Wednesday, Sept. 28th
or
contact co-presidents
Arthur Dodek - dodeka1@seattleu.edu
Kelvin Luu - luuk@seattleu.edu
http://students.seattleu.edu/clubs/marksmanship/
The Seattle University Marksmanship Club
is an S.U. Recreational Sports Club and
is registered as an ASSU Student Club
-spectator.com/news
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Study Abroad and Student
fHft
Competition
If you are currently enrolled at Seattle
University, and have participated in a
study abroad program or are currently
an international student at SU, we
invite you to submit photos of life in
your host country for the chance to win
•
upjo $500<n cash prizes and
















Sponsored by the College of Arts arid Sciences &
die Department of Modem Languages and Cultures
SEATTLE
UNIVERSITY
Questions? Contact Kristen Morgan at mofgamS@seattleu.edu or 206-39&4474.
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thehoroscopes
Aries 121 March - 20 April Leo 124 July - 23 August Sagitarius 123 November - 22 December
Go exploring! Capitol Hill has You had some rough times i Be careful with money this
a lot to offer. This is the time to try this summer, but this upcoming week! Pluto is telling me that you’re
a new restaurant or bar. Mercury’s week will more than make up for \ going to have some unexpected ex-
placement is telling you to expand z:a it. Planets are in harmony above penses soon. Colonoscopies aren’t
v your horizons, especially when it you—things are about to start \w cheap.
1 comes to food and drink. coming together. Get ambitious-
you might be surprised at how
Taurus 121 April - 21 May well things turn out. Capricorn 123 December - 19 January
Virgo 124 August - 23 September 1
□
With Mars in power, your sex- Stop trying to control every
ual prowess is on the rise and love An old friend is trying to reach little thing. Sometimes you just
is on the way. Don’t even worry— out to you— reach back. It might have to let it go.
you’re gonna get laid. The longer % jgpf be time to rekindle a past romance,
you wait, the narrower the fielf ; but don’t over think things. Ifyour ill'''
will get. birthday is this week, go nuts.
Seriously, with Jupiter where it is,
T;ife: Vi you can drinkas much as you want.
Gemini 122 May - 22 June Your liver is invincible. Aquarius 120 January - 19February
Libra 124September - 23 October '
“ ~ You really think you’ll find a job
~~ ' '
Neptune is on the move! Pay
flp (Kf with that major? C’mon Gemini, be I Now’s the time to look fora new attention to your dreams this
pracdcal. Also, that new sweater isn’t lover. More specifically, the rela- week. You might learn some-
if/0 \ nearly as cute as you think it is. The j | /j \ tionship between Mars and Venus jj| thing about yourself.Vf • f stars are hinting at acold next couple is tellingyou to keep on the lookout
weeks. Better get a sweater that doesn’t for a cute Scorpio with a beard, be
makeyou look homeless. they man or woman.
Cancer 123 June- 23 July Pisces 120 February - 20 March
Scorpio 124 October - 22 November
~
HYou
know that thing you wanna !
~
Mercury’s in retrograde, and you
get checked out? Get it checked out. "Sir Your web oflies and deceit is about know what that means—your life’s
Soon. I \ to come crashing down— get ready i i ( about to fall apart. Get ready for a







What did you do to
prepare for the first
day of class?
Across 24. Past prefix winner
1. Woven fabric 25. Conductor Dorati 54. Blue
5. Blueprint detail 29. Colorado resort 56. Ooze out
9. Briefbrawl 32. English photographer 57. Eulogistic
14. “Night” author Wiesel 34. Concentrated extracts 63. Wild dog ofAustralia
15. Blue hue 39. Dynamic beginning 64. French 101 verb
16. Feels for 40. At full speed 65. Horne solo
17. Trent ofthe Senate 42. Crew needs 66. Farewell
18. This, in Tijuana 43. Hot and humid 67. Take from me
19. Deflect 45. Spotted cat 68. Quantity ofpaper
20. Fraudulent 47. Wraith 69. Makes a loan
22. Buy alternative 49. Mixed bags 70. Gone by





“Stress relief drawing is the best “I went to CobraLounge with “I did laundry."
way to prep for class.” my friends."






. Bring into complete union
2. “The Time Machine” race
3. Seizures
4. 9th letter of the Hebrew
alphabet
5. Pad user
6. Monetary unit ofGhana
7. Chow
8. Coagulate







. Capital of Norway
24. Kind of question
25. Blind as
26. Not e’en once
27. Edible corm
28. Looking down from
30. Closes
et cetera the spectator
Stella Marceta
Junior, Political Science Major
Nadine McMilan
Freshman, Biology Major
Interviews and photos by Sy Bean
31
.Trident.shaped letter






. Long March leader




















Find solutions at our Web site: su-spectator.com bestcrossword.com
difficulty easy websudoku.com
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Spectator Suggests: You’re new here. You don’t know what to do. Don’t worry.
We’ve got your back. Here’s all the best stuff.
September 21
Jet City Improv
Campion Ballroom @ 9 p.m. -10:30 p.m.
Free
The Flaming Lips
Puyallup Fairgrounds Sept. 21 @ 7:30 p.m. $20-50
Giant hamster balls, bubbles, confetti cannons, costumes, trippy videos, aliens, neon lights and
wonderful music. If you dislike any of the aforementioned things, you aren’t human. Therefore,
if you are human, you love The Flaming Lips. Rhetorically, this statement is sound, and you can
ask your Philosophy 110 professor to back that up. By the way, if your professor is human, they
love The Flaming Lips, so don’t bother asking. Kelton Sears
September 22
Storm Tharp
James Harris Gallery @ 11 am. - 5 p.m.
Free
’’The Office,” “Community” and “Parks
and Rec”




Lee Center @ 4:30 p.m. - 5:30 p.m
Free
Neon Trees, Duran Duran, The Fat Kids
Comcast Arena @ 8 p.m. $44-$144
“American Psycho”




Campion Ballroom @ 8 p.m. -12 a.m.
Free
Photo courtesy ofwww.consequenceofsound.net
AIDS Walk and 5k
Run
Volunteer Park @














Seattle Public Library Book Sale







Sept. 25 @ 7:30 p.m.
Free
“The Perks of Being a Wallflower”
is pretty much the book version
ofa Bright Eyes album (who, by
the way, are listed on this calendar
somewhere). It’s all about being an emotional young person figuring out stuff
about yourself and the world and junk. The main character and his friends go to Rocky
Horror nights, shout along lines with the movie, and dress up like weird leathery monster
demon things who sing. Here’s yourchance to do the same thing for free. It’ll be like high
school—in college! Kelton Sears
Women's soccer's vs. Gonzaga
Championship Field Sept. 30 @ 4 p.m.
Free
Coming off a three-game winning streak, the Seattle University
women’s soccer team is in good shape to face the Gonzaga
Bulldogs on Friday, Sept. 30. The Redhawks have started the
season winning seven of their first 10 games. Among those wins
was a stunning 2-0 game against University of Portland, the No. 8




Paramount @ 7:30 pm. $34.50
Photo courtesy of Eric Badeau
Seattle Mariners vs. Oakland Athletics
Safeco Field @ 7:10 p.m. $15
September 27
Sherman Alexie
Seattle Public Library (Ballard
Branch) Oct. 1@ 2 p.m. Free
Aside from being an incredible writer, poet and
filmmaker, Sherman Alexie is also a Jesuit-educated
Seattleite with Native American roots (he was born
on a reservation). Alexie recently wrote a poem on
the Facebook phenomenon that was published in
The New Yorker. In it he calls Facebook an “altar
of loneliness.” As someone with a lot of Facebook
angst, I was pretty hooked after that, but Alexie is
a nationally recognized boss, so even if you’re a
Facebook fanatic, make sure not to miss him while
he’s out and about and sharing his awesomeness
with greater Seattle. Emma McAleavy
Buoyancy
Suyama Space @ 9 a.m.-5 p.m. Free.
September 28
Bright Eyes
Paramount @ 7:30 p.m. $25.
September 29













The Hedreen Gallery Reception Oct. 5 @
5-8 p.m. Free
The Hedreen Gallery is so great, we put a full page story about it on page
























Neptune @ 8 p.m. $19
September 21, 2011
Photo courtesy ofwww.dailythunder.com
Candace Shankel | The Spectator
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More acclaim for Hedreen, new offerings this fall
Rosalie Cabison
StaffWriter
On a Saturday in summer, light
and shadows combined on the
sidewalk while muffled voices and
music traveled through the air. The
Hedreen Gallery, Seatde University’s
biggeston-campus gallery, sounded
more like a bar than a home for
art. Luckily, the floor-to-ceiling
windows offered enlightenment
to outsiders.
A blonde, college-aged girl was
bobbing up and down under aspot-
light in front ofa projector. Itwasn’t
performance art—it was karaoke.
Six or seven people jumped
around barefoot among bean
bags, wielding oversized paper
instruments as the blonde under
the spotlight was confidently yell-
ing “Whatever You Like” by rap
artistT.I.
The masterminds behind this
moment and the space that housed
it are Jessica Powers and Whitney
Ford-Terry. Last year, the pair made
their debut as curators ofSeattle Us
Hedreen Gallery in the Lee Center
for the Arts. This year, they are criti-
cally acclaimed “geniuses.”
Powers and Ford-Terry were
shortlisted by Jen Graves, The
Stranger’s visual arts critic, for
an annual feature called the
Genius Awards.
Lindsey Wasson| The Spectator
The Hedreen Gallery’s co-curators Whitney Ford-Terry and Jessica Powers shredding cardboard keytars, as per usual, at the most recent karaoke-themed Face Time event.
the spectator
“Jessica Powers and Whitney
Ford-Terry have turned the Hedreen
into a place where the whole region,
from Portland to Vancouver, con-
gregates, creates, celebrates,” wrote
Graves. “They’ve created a center—
they are the center.”
The corners of the curators’
mouths curled and their eyes lit up
at these words. The Genius Awards
herald local artists from varying
disciplines who have made no-
table contributions to the Seattle
art community.
ment,” said Powers.
The two have earned the rec-
ognition working for roughly a
year to expand the gallery into
something new.
“We’ve been doing everything
we can to create programs and
ideas that capture both the Seattle
U community and the wider arts
community,” said Ford-Terry.
The two encourage more students
from different academic disciplines
to experience the Hedreen Gallery,
especially this fall. Most notable on
the schedule: All Things Equal, the
Honest Crit and Concept Camp.
All Things Equal is a collabo-
ration with Seattle Art Museum
curator Catharina Manchanda
that begins on Oct. 5. It will be a
voyage to explore the understand-
ing of three heavyweight political
buzzwords: capitalism, socialism
and terrorism. Manchanda’s press
entertainment
“That was an enormous compli-
release said she will invite “some 20
artists with different cultural and
linguistic backgrounds to look up
these three terms in their respective
language encyclopedias and select
the passages that they deem most
relevant. In a second step, and a sec-
ond layer ofpersonal interpretation,
the artists will then translate their
chosen sections from their native
language into English.”
The goal is to remove objectiv-
ity in defining these words and use
culture and geopolitical viewpoints
as context.
The highly successful Honest
Crit will continue for a second
year. Organized by the campus
club ArtSide Out, the program
gives creative students the oppor-
tunity to showcase their work and
receive feedback from peers and
professional artists. The hope this
year is to include crosstown neigh-
bor University ofWashington in the
Honest Crit community. Dates are
tentative and students can receive
more information via ArtSide Out
on Facebook.
Concept Camp is a brand new
feature. Inspired by the Honest Crit,
Powers described it as “an event
that would give another opportu-
nity for ideas to really be dealt with
in a deeper way and tie it back to
our exhibits.”
is community.
Like at the Honest Crit, the idea
“We want to increase the com-
fort level of people who show up
and empower them to speak more
openly about the way in which they
encounter work,” Ford-Terry said.
Though the exact format is
undetermined, the bottomline is
This is a tool to access
for [students] just as
they would a library.
Jessica Powers
Co-Curator
encouraging dialogue and enrich-
ing experience. Their vision is to
bring in outside groups and help
people figure out how art hits a
personal chord and spreads from
there.
Surprisingly, co-curating the
gallery is Ford-Terry and Powers
firstjoint venture. The two met on
a Henry Art Gallery fieldtrip and
immediately recognized that they
were kindred spirits. Powers initi-
ated a workrelationship when she
found out about the job opening
for gallery curators at Seattle U
and contacted Ford-Terry. Their
friendship developed from there.
“We sat down and everything
Jessica said I was 100 percent
behind,” Ford-Terry said. “It was
kind of miraculous.”
The two seek to solidify the gal-
lery’s place on campus this year.
“Our goal is to legitimize the
position through paid salary and
provide adequate programming
support to support artists,” Powers
said. They also want to reach out
of the Fine Arts Department and
establish a more symbiotic rela-
tionship with the College ofArts
& Sciences.
More support implies a need
for more money, but they “don’t
want money just to have money
to throw around.” The Hedreen
has been successfully pro-bono
powered so far, but the cura-
tors insist that funding would
go towards fair payment to art-
ists for their services, support
for the school and promotion in
the neighborhood.
And beyond art, Powers and
Ford-Terry want to open the gal-
lery to pretty much anybody who
needs or wants it.
“This is an open space,”
Powers said. “This is a tool and
resource for [students] to ac-
cess on campus, just as they
would a library. Come eat
your lunch here. Come talk
about art.”




KSUB & The Spectator in hot new relationship
Geoff Vincent
KSUB General Manager
Good day to you, Seattle
University students and readers of
our own lovely rag, The Spectator.
I’m Geoff Vincent and I am the
General Manager ofKSUB Radio,
Seatde Uson-campus, independent
radio station. I’d like to take this op-
portunityto welcome you to a new
Sy Bean | The Spectator
KSUB general manager Geoff Vincent pretending to browse through the station’s
record collection. Vincent is not pretending about his excitementfor The Spectator.
The Neptune opens, lines up stellar show list
Kelton Sears
A&E Editor
Seattle has a new hope for decent
all ages shows. Seattle Theatre Group
(STG) snatched up the nautically-
themed .Neptune Theatre in February
and transformedthe 90-year-old build-
ing into a fully functional live venue.
Functioning on a limited run during
the summer as a test-drive, the venue
will have its proper grand opening this
Sunday with a free screening of the
Rocky Horror Picture Show. Previously
run out of the University District as a
movie theater, the newly renovated ven-
ue will cater more towards live music,
comedy and performance. Seating in
the theater has been transformed and
made portable, meaning the space can
function as seated or non-seated for
greater flexibility in event planning. As
Neumos and Chop Suey increasingly
veer towards 21+ shows, the Neptune’s
opening comes as a bastion of hope to
show-going students.
STG, one of the most prestigious
event organizations in town, also man-
The Neptune’s opening
comes as a bastion
of hope to underage
show-going students.
ages the Paramount and the Moore, two
similarly gorgeous, old theaters that now
play host to rock shows, theatre, mu-
sicals and the like. The key difference
with the Neptune is size—it’s quite a
bit smaller than the lofted ceilings and
enormous seating capacities of its broth-
ers. Whereas with the Paramount and
the Moore, performances were limited
year at Seattle U, and let you know
about some noteworthy projects
going on these days between KSUB
and our friends at The Spectator.
Starting now, KSUB DJs and
executive staff members will be
contributing to The Spectator’s
Entertainment section, penning
reviews ofthe brand-spanking-new
records you’ll hear us play on the
air, sharing our diagnoses on which
to heavyweight ticket-sellers like Fleet
Foxes and Vampire Weekend, The
Neptune can feasibly book bands with
smaller followings without having to
worry about fdling seats. Small is a rela-
tive term though—the next three months
of the Neptune’s theater is almost too
good to be true. Demetri Martin, Girls,
Wild Beasts, Battles, St. Vincent, The
National, tUnE-yArDs and Noah &
The Whale will all be passing through
in what is shaping up to be a parade of
unreasonably great performances.
To sweeten the deal, for the first week
of its grand opening, The Neptune will
host a series of free live events including






Opened originally in 1921, The
Neptune was built to anticipate in the
inflow of business the relatively new
University of Washington was bringing
in. One of five University District the-
atres, it came complete with a theatre
organ, and was decorated to look like
the realm of Poseidon, god of the sea.
Remodeled in bits and pieces over the
years, the new renovation is by and far
the largest modification the theatre has
undergone thus far. The Neptune’s story
comes full circle— much of the support
in renovations came from the University
of Washington itself.
Kelton may be reached at
entertainment@su-spectator.com
to spin and which to shelve, and re-
lating our experiences at live shows
in the Seatde area and beyond.
Though we broadcast world-
wide on the Internet, KSUB still
brings you the very latest in local,
independent music. We love hip-
hop, electronic, alternative, metal,
and anything and everything else.
We strive to give you only the best.
Furthermore, we believe radio




hooked on a band
you’ve never heard
before, and you











the future, and we
at KSUB happily
embrace those. All





The old seating was made portable, meaning standing shows are now an option.
than what is KSUB, is who is
KSUB. And the answer to that
question is you. Apply to be a
DJ and you’ll have control over
what
you play on the air. Want
to have an Albanian death metal
show? We would love that. Want
to have your very own topical/
nonsensical talk show and take
calls from the student body? By
all means. Interested in bringing
polka reggae fusion to the ignorant
masses? If you can pull that off, we
are behind you 100 percent. All it
takes to get your illustrious career
in radio going is visiting our web-
site, clicking on the tab marked
“Get Involved” and filling out an
online application, or by contact-
ing our Programming Director at
ksubprog@seattleu.edu.
Oh, I suppose another good
question is where is KSUB. We
are very easy to find. On your
way to the Cave in the Campion
basement, simply turn toward The
Spectator office on the right and
KSUB is one door down. Come
by and take a gander at the studio,
talk with one of our DJs or staff
members, or grab a hard copy of
a DJ or executive staff application
form— we have some positions
open! For more information feel
free to contact me at ksubgm@
A more important question seattleu.edu.
play our high-quality stream right
on your computer.
In addition to our broadcasts,
starting this yearwe will be bringing
you more on-campus performances
than ever before. Using connections
established over the past few years,
we’ll be calling on our friends in
the Seatde music scene to offer free
performances right here on campus.
We will also be continuing our live
in-studio performance series, Live
@ KSUB onFriday nights through-
out the quarter.
If you’re too busy studying to
experience one of these one-of-
a-kind performances firsthand,
but have access to a computer, all
you need to do is open up your
iTunes, tune in and the music is
yours. To find out who is coming
to the studio next, or just to stay
hip to what’s happening on the air
at KSUB at any given time, join
the ‘KSUB’ group on Facebook.
Of course, there’s always our
end of the year extravaganza on the
Union Green, celebrating on-cam-
pus talents with the KSUB Student
Stage— phase one ofQuadstock.
So keep your eyes and ears open. If
you have a band and want a shot,
send asample ofyour band’s music
to our promotions director at har-
risa4@seattleu.edu.
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While you were out: food review roundup
If you were gone over the summer, you missed a lot food-wise. Seattle University now has its own unofficial bar, the neighbordhood got itsfirst “real” hamburger joint, and the
ghost of Watertown Coffee was replaced with a Vietnamese restaurant that shares its name with an elephant popular in children’s books. Here’s your chance to catch up.
Of the many restaurants that make up
the culinary wonderland that is Capitol
Hill, there are few where you can both
start and end your day without missing
anything in between. However, the newly
opened Ba Bar, replacing what used to be
Watertown Coffee, will serve your morn-
ing Americano starting at 7 a.m. and will
later satisfy your middle-of-the-night pho
craving as late as 2 a.m. on weeknights
and a whopping 4 a.m. on weekends.
With these generous hours, it is no
wonder Ba Bar seems to be busy all day,
and with good reason. The menu offers
an upscale twist to typical Vietnamese
street fare, ranging from a $6 wrap to the





In so many ways The Chieftain is just what a college
bar ought to be. There are the three or four flat screen
TVs, the easily cleanable floors and an abundance of
beer on tap. The food isn’t gross (always a plus), and
the beer tastes better than carbonated toilet water. The
pub’s hummus plate was downright yummy, as a mat-
ter of fact.
The sporty, school-spirity
side of Seattle U is loud and
proud at the Chieftain.
That being said, there was a certain genericness.
It was... well, slightly uninspiring. The walls were a
littlebare, and, how shall we say, funk-free. The whole
thing left me wondering if an entire demographic (the
bearded, messenger-bag-toting, Toms wearing, Grizzly
Bear fans kind of folks) might not have been com-
pletely ignored in the design phase of The Chieftain. Any
Seattle University student not still bitter about D-l or
the anti-athleticism ofupper campus will tell you that it
is Seattle U’s diversity that makes it a special place (the
admissions department will tell you this too). The sporty,
school-spirityside of Seattle U is loud and proud at The




Ba Bar is open from 7 a.m
until 2 a.m. on weeknights
and 4 a.m. on weekends
be more traditional Vietnamese eateries
located a few blocks from campus in the
International District or down Broadway,
this convenient location can’t be beat.
The simple decor of the building pro-
vides a wonderful backdrop while waiting
for food or enjoying your morning coffee.
When entering the building, you are first
greeted by the espresso machine and cof-
fee area, and the open kitchen where you
can watch your food being prepared. The
seating area and bar area are simple and
clean with the exposed beams opening the
space and natural light pouring in from
the windows.
the spectator entertainment
Most dishes are around $10, which is
not an unreasonable price for the amount
Owner Eric Bahn is also behind
Baguette Box and Monsoon,
explaining the absense of
bahn mi in Ba Bar’s menu.
of food served. The pho, priced around
$9, offers a heaping serving of all the
Sy Bean | The Spectator
A popular dish at Ba Bar is Pho, made from all-natural grass fed beef in ox tail broth.
The Chieftain avoided conflict by claiming it was named after the head ofan Irish clan rather than a sly reminder
of Seattle University's old, controversial mascot. The bar serves up standard pub food as well as drinks.
even boasts a “Redhawk” brew. The Chieftain aims to be
Seattle U’s sports bar, if I’m not mistaken, and if that’s its
only goal, I think they’re right on track. That being said,
they’re in business to make money (I would imagine) and
if they want the crowd that heads to Auto Battery every
comforts you would expect from a warm
bowl ofsoup. While it is the priciest item
on the menu, the steak frites come with
a plate full of delicious French fries and
a steak, which almost seems like a steal,
especially at the rate you will be consum-
ing the acres of fries you are given. And
bacon lovers take note: the spicy pork
belly is also a delicious way to indulge
in the guilty pleasure of oh-so-tasty pork
products, only made better by the kick
offlavor from the spice blend. Vermicelli
bowls and wraps are also offered in addi-
tion to the pho and chicken options.
And for those sandwich enthusiasts
Friday night to change it up and stop by The Chieftain,
they’re gonna have to get a little funky.
Emma may be reached at
emcaleavy@su-spectator.com
looking for the Vietnamese staple, banh
mi, its conspicuous absence from the
menu may be explained by the fact that
the owner, Eric Bahn, is also behind
the
very successful Baguette Box and
Monsoon restaurants, and has apparently
now turned his focus to noodles with Ba
Bar. Considering the success of his other
restaurants and the just-plain-good food
Ba Bar is serving up, it won’t be long until
it will be yet another Capitol Hill suc-
cess story.
Olivia Johnson may be reached at
ojohnson@su-spectator.com





Another competitor has joined the
battle for the title of best sushi restaurant
on Capitol Hill. Nestled on the north side
of Capitol Hill at the corner of Mercer
Street and Broadway Avenue is the new-
ly opened Saizen Sushi, a kaiten belt
sushi bar.
Inside the restaurant the contrast of
red walls, white trees and countertops,
and black decor is striking, and the ar-
rangement of two kaiten, or conveyor
belts, makes for a convenient u-shaped
eating area. With the bartop and tables
adjacent to the belt, as well as seating
in the bar area, there is ample space
for diners.
Saizen Sushi is inexpensive and offers
something for everyone. The kaiten car-
ries sushi and other small appetizers like
gyoza and edamame ranging from $1.50
to $5. However, the food on the belt is
not labeled, which can make the choosing
process a bit of a mystery. If you aren’t up
for a grab-bag approach to your sushi, the
waitstaffwill happily identify items for you
if asked.
The presentation ofeach dish makes all
the food look appetizing. At times, the chef
can be spotted preparing the sushi near the
Sy Bean | The Spectator
Saizen Sushi, located between East Republican Street and Mercer Street on Broadway,





Cure is not a medicine for anything. In




a few mini-courses or
leave a little hungry.
The menu is filled with cheeses and rich,
fattycured meats with names that are prob-
ably onlyfamiliar to devoted lovers ofchar-
cuterie. Cure makes it easy for the novice
back of the restaurant, so itwas no surprise
that the $2 California rolls tasted fresh and
the flavors ofthe cucumber, crab, and avo-
cado were crisp.
In addition to sushi, Saizen
offers a menu for those
who do not care for fish
Saizen Sushi also offers a menu for those
with a larger appetite or who do not care
for sushi. The menu consists ofnigri, udon,
teriyaki and other Japanese dishes that can
be ordered for as little as $4. All these op-
tions make Saizen Sushi ideal for getting a
bite to eat with friends, or to take that spe-
cial someone on a date. The restaurant only
had a few people trickle in and out during
a Sunday afternoon, and those who did
had to endure an unfortunate assortment
of 90s slow jams and wannabe billboard
#1 hits being played. Considering Saizen
Sushi opened only about a month ago, the
expectation for the restaurant to be packed
was low to begin with.
Once the word spreads about this place,
Saizen Sushi will easily give its opponents
a run for their money.
Ashley may be reached at
roea@su-spectator.com
epicurean to try a little bit of everything.
Feel free to try that wild boar sausage or
sheep cheese. You’re only committing to a
few bites and the servers don’t mind ifyou
order items in waves instead ofall at once.
From the website and menu, I expected
something fancier, but was pleased to find
something totally unassuming and un-
pretentious. My dining companion and I
dressed accordingly, but when we arrived
the servers were in t-shirtsand tennis shoes.
The restaurant’s decor is made up of unfin-
ished wood and a few vintage deli signs—-
minimal but not without personality. It is
clear that the focus is on the food rather
than ambiance.
This is a great place to get introducedto
gourmetcured meats and cheeses, but what
really makes Cure shine is their complement
list. It offers standard fare like bread and
butter alongside more adventurous offerings
like the homemade spicy pickled vegetables
(bring breath mints, because you will end




Blue Moon Burgers comes from a long
line ofSeatde restaurants that try to dress up
trashy food. Cupcakes, pie and hot dogs have
been mademetropolitan, and now fancyburg-
ers have come to Capitol Hill. These are not
Dick’s burgers—these are burgers you would
feed to a visiting emissary.
Herein lies the central problem of Blue
Moon Burgers. Emissaries aren’t typically
looking for burgers, and people craving burg-
ers don’t typically seek out the pampered and
fussed-over sandwiches Blue Moon serves
Blue Moon Burgers first opened in
Fremont, and the new Capitol Hill store is
the first dedicated upscale burger joint in the
neighborhood. You’ll have a hard time find-
ing a standard cheeseburger on the menu (al-
though, you can choose to make your own
with the build-your-own-burger option).
Instead you are greeted with options like the
Code Blue, which comes with bacon, cheese,
onions and peanut butter. Crumbly blue
cheese is standard, brioche replaces buns, and
it’s hard to find ketchup on anything. This
isn’t necessarilya bad thing. The Blue Shroom
burger, which features slabs of portabella, is
flavorful and decadent—it just didn’t feel
like a hamburger. It didn’t have the disgust-
ing, comforting, hearty soul ofa burger. It felt
much more French.
Disclaimer: There is nothing wrong with
France.
There is nothing wrong with making a
burger for the bourgeoisie. Once again, many
restaurants, especially in Seatde, have success-
fully taken proletariat food staples into the
realm of the gourmet. But in the same way
a Po Dog hot dog will never taste as good as
dirty, greasy street meat, a Blue Moon Burger
will never make you grin the way a sloppy
SyBean | TheSpectator
The Blue Shroom burger from Blue Moon is made upof afive ounce beef patty with blue
cheese, topped with lettuce, tomato, onion, pickles, Blue Moon Sauce and portabella
mushrooms served on a Grand Central brioche bun.
garlic), a variety of olives, pepper jellywith
cream cheese and more.
The menu boasts only a couple meal-
sized items, so come prepared to either
graze through a few mini-courses or leave
a little hungry. The mortadella sandwich
and artichoke soup can be shared (or not)
and followed by a selection from the small
plates menu to make a complete meal for
two costing about $25.
Mind you, that’s $25 without the cost
ofdrinks. A party of two drinking just one
cocktail each will tip the bill above $40. The
prices are not unfair. All the ingredients—in
both the food and drinks—are high qual-
ityand well selected. The watermelon pulp
entertainment
margarita is a great example of this; it up-
dates a classic drink without overcomplicat-
ing things.
This is a great place to linger over food.
Located on Nagle Place, the restaurant’s
large windows face the Cal Anderson Park
tennis courts, giving diners a front-row seat
forsome ofCapitolHill’s signaturesporting
events like bike polo and dodge ball.
Cure might not be the most practical
place for the average college student to go
every weekend, but it is great for a date or
special occasion.
Frances may be reached at
editor@su-spectator.com
Dick’s Deluxe will.
However, in a fight, Blue Moon shakes
would destroy most local competition. Blue
Moon has perfected the art ofshake-making,
serving up something thick (but not too
thick), rich (but not too rich) and pretty much
perfect. The chocolate peanut-butter shake is
unreasonably delicious and wonderful and is
a must try ifyou are anywhere near the place
and have an extra $4 in your pocket.
A Blue Moon Burger will
never make you grin the way
a sloppy Dick’s Deluxe will
Burgers range from $7 to $11, with the
option to pile on tons ofextra fancytoppings.
If you are feeling thrifty, you can get a plain
burger with standard toppings for $6. For the
low-budget burger fiend, Blue Moon’s offer-
ings are going to be a bit daunting price-wise.
But, once again, this is not Dick’s and you get
what you pay for; the higher prices at Blue
Moon result from the company’s commit-
ment to using eco-conscious ingredients like
grassfed beefand fresh, localbuns from Grand
Central Bakery.
For 21+ folk, a rotating menu of beer is
available. And, if you are feeling extra fancy,
you can have wine with your burger, which
seems a little off, but the option is there
nonetheless.
All in all, Blue Moon Burgers is not a bad
bet if you are going on a date and your date
happens to love burgers. It’s cute, it’s fun, and
theyhave iPads instead ofcash registers, which
will impress whoever you are with because
it’s The Future and stuff. But if you want a
red-blooded, heart-stopping burger, inquire
elsewhere.





Men’s soccer shows it can
play with the best




There’s an old cliche that says,
“winning is easy, losing is hard.”
After losing the season opener 3-1
to the University of California
Santa Barbara, the Seattle
University men’s soccer team rose
up to the challenge of losing but
staying positive.
“We came off the field with our
heads up,” head coach Brad Agoos
said. “The guys realized we can play
against a team of that caliber.”
The UCSB game was an antici-
pated challenge. The schedule was
set last academic year as a part of
Seattle U’s intention to secure dif-
ficult schedules to build a better
team.
“[UCSB is] one of the best
teams in the country,” Agoos
said. “They were No. 9 at the
time, which is not really where
they should be. They’re probably
a top five team.”
“The guys realized
we can play against a
team of that caliber.”
Brad Agoos
Head Coach
In fact, the Gauchos have since
moved up in the NCAA rankings
to No. 6.
“Itwas a really strong statement
Lindsey Wasson| The Spectator
Redhawk Mikey Ramos escapes a slide tackle from Gonzaga’s Erik Nielsen during last Wednesday’s
home game. Gonzaga went on to shut out Seattle 0-3.
the spectator
for us to play that team,” Agoos
said.
An even stronger statement was
the way the team played a tough
match. In addition to being out-
ranked by UCSB, the Redhawks
were further tested after receiving
two red cards. The penalties re-
quired the team to play down two
men and despite the problems, the
short-handed team still managed
to score a goal in the 71 st minute.
“In a lot of ways I was very
proud of the team,” Agoos said.
“It was a great sign of[the players’]
character.”
Another sign of their char-
acter is the positive tone set by
the Redhawks. Even though they
dropped one to the Gauchos, the
strong finish was carried over into
the rest of their California road
trip and the Redhawks improved
their record. Against University of
California Davis, they went 1-1 in
a double overtime draw and then
secured a 2-1 double overtime win
over the Cal PolyMustangs. Their
current overall record is 1 -1 -1.
For Agoos, this is the beginning
ofa promising year.
“[The team’s positivity] gives us
a lot of hope for this season and
the future,” he said. “A lot of these
guys are younger guys, it’s been a
great preseason.”
Freshman Travis Heim is one of
those “younger guys” that Agoos
is referring to. Expectations are
running high for Heim after he
scored the tying goal in the UC
Davis game and the winning goal
in the Cal Poly game. Heim cur-
rently leads the offense with two
goals and one assist.
Agoos also mentioned senior
and captain Demaci Roussos, ju-
nior Mikey Ramos and freshman
Jens Klitgaard as players to watch
this season.
sports
quest to restore its former repu-
tation as a strong Division One
team, soccer fans can expect an
exciting year. After another stretch
of away games in California, the
team returns home to what Agoos




to score a goal in
the 71st minute
Three teams in Seattle U’s con-
ference played well in the NCAA
tournament last year, which is a
testament to the quality ofsoccer to
be played on ChampionshipField.
Of those three teams, Seattle U is
scheduled to host a game against
Sacramento State on Oct. 16.
“We’d love people to come out
and see the team,” Agoos said.
“We always have some of the best
teams on the West Coast come to
play.”
Agoos hopes that support from
Seattle U students increases and
encourages everyone to come to
the games.
“We have an amazing place to
watch the games,” he said, add-
ing that pro team Manchester
United trained at Seattle U this
past summer.
“It’s a great chance to be a part
of SU coming back into Division
One sports,” Agoos added.
Rosalie may be reached at
rcabison@su-spectator.com








Fall sports athletes are work-
ing out tirelessly and already
embroiled in their seasons before
most students even think about
moving into the residence halls
for the new school year. Luckily,
RedZone is there to keep stu-
dents informed on what they are
missing.
Seattle University is fortu-
nate to have RedZone, astudent
organization under ASSU that
specializes in promoting school
spirit and supporting athletics.
“[RedZone] organizes a uni-
fied spirit of support for Seattle
University at athletic events,
providing for a rowdy, passion-
ate, and unified atmosphere,”
according to the group’swebsite.
“We aim to provide for a com-
munity founded on our passion
for Seattle U and expressed by
our rowdiness in the stands.”
RedZone aims at enticing
students with its cheap and easy
sign up process.
“Students can sign up at
Student Center 360, which
is the RedZone office,” said
Carmen Cueto, vice president of
membership and special events.
“There will also be a RedZone
table at C-Street through wel-
come week and the first week
ofschool.”
Once you are signed up,
there are many amenities that go
alongwith your membership. »
“For $5, members are signed
up on the emailing list and get
a RedZone shirt. The shirt gets
them into the events, where
they can sit in RedZone sec-
tion,” Cueto said. “Members
also get freebies like food and
transportation, as well as a lot
of fun rallies and spirit oriented
events.”
RedZone has also added a
few newaspects and events since
last school year.
A group called Hawksquad,
who are in charge of leading the
cheers, has been created in or-
der to get people excited about
the games and events they are
attending.
“There will also be more ral-
ly-type events between students
and athletes for students to get
the opportunity to meet the
people who they will be rooting
for,” Cueto said.
RedZone will also be at-
tempting to cover tennis match-
es more.
“Tennis is the last local sport
that we have yet to cover,”
said Erin Lane, president of
RedZone. “We have not had
the chance to rally a crowd to
attend in the past, so RedZone
is aiming to make this year the
year to expand and experiment
with that.”
With these changes, RedZone
hopes to continue the pattern of
growth they have had since the
group was founded in 2007.
“Starting out with around 50
members in 2007, the group had
a dynamic increase to approxi-
mately 650 members for the
2010-2011 school year,” Lane
said. “We have had stunning
growth, nearly doublingthe pre-








The new freshman class will
play a large contributing role to
how many members RedZone
will attract this year, so the six
RedZone officers will be work-
ing extra hard on getting the
word out.
“RedZone is an easy commu-
nity to jump into, especially for
freshmen. It is as easy as sign-
ing up, throwing on a RedZone
shirt, and going to a game,”
Larie said. “RedZone is a group
that everyone can have ties to
and it is a great way to meet new
people.”
Even with the changes and
growth, RedZone’s main focus
still remains on bringing Seattle
U students, faculty and alumni
together through school spirit.
“My wish is to build a more
substantial community through
RedZone,” Lane said. “We want
to enhance the ties at Seattle
University, so people are not
afraid to go up and talk to others
that they do not know who are
wearing a RedZone shirt.”




Seattle U joins conference, gains legitimacy
Seattle U accepts an invi-




By accepting the Western
Athletic Conference’s (WAC) in-
vitation to join the conference,
Seattle University cleared another
hurdle on its return to Division
One athletics.
The WAC issued an invita-
tion for the university to join
its conference in 17 sports on
June 14. Seattle U’s acceptance
of the invitation ended a five-
year process during which uni-
versity administrators sought a
conference for its revived D-I
athletics program.
Administrators from the
university and the Athletics
Department first made a mem-
bership presentation to the WAC
in September of 2010, but the
presentation did not garner an in-
vite. President Stephen Sundborg,
S.J., gave a second presentation
to the WAC board of directors
on June 13, which proved to be
a success.
Seattle U will begin compet-
ing in the WAC at the start of
the 2012-2013 school year,
and
its membership in a National
Collegiate Athletic Association
Manchester United visits Seattle U
The world-famous soc-




Seattle University’s prime loca-
tion offers the community wide
access to a huge range of cultural
experiences. When the world-fa-
mous Manchester United Football
Club came to the Emerald City in
July to play the Seattle Sounders,
they needed a field on which
they could practice. Manchester
United scouts came to inspect
Seattle U’s Championship Field,
and men’s soccer head coach
Brad Agoos made sure they took
note of the facility’s proximity
to downtown Seattle, where the
team would stay.
Their visit to Seattle
was one of their
longest stays in an
American city.
“When [the Manchester
United scouts] came in, they were
pretty thorough, and what they
wanted was several training op-
tions,” said Agoos.
Manchester United visited
Seattle during their five-city pre-
season tour of the United States.
The football club began the tour
in Boston, where they defeated
the New England Revolution.
(NCAA) conference will bring
about a number of changes for
the university’s student body.
Currently eight universities
belong to the WAC, but at the
end of the 2011-2012 school
year California State University at
Fresno, the University ofHawai’i
at Manoa and the University of
Nevada at Reno, will leave the
conference. Along with Seattle
U, four other colleges will join
the WAC for the 2012-2013
school year: the University of
Denver, the University ofTexas at
Arlington, the University ofTexas
at San Antonio and Texas State
University at San Marcos.
“I’d say [joining the WAC]
is an opportunity to play at the
highest level,” said Associate
AthleticDirector for Finance and
Compliance Eric Guerra.
By joining a NCAA conference
Seattle U will have an easier time
scheduling games for its teams.
“Women’s soccer team is start-
ing the season with 10 straight
away games, and that would not
happen if you’re in a Division
One league,” said Director of
Athletics Bill Hogan. “Obviously
that impacts class time, travel
time, student welfare, so it’s an
important issue.”
As an independent school,
Seattle U schedules its own
games, and the further into a
season a team gets, the more
They also stopped in Chicago
to play the Chicago Fire, trav-
eled to Harrison, N.J., for a
match against the Major League
Soccer All-Stars and finished in
Washington D.C., where they
earned a narrow 2-1 win against
Futbol Club Barcelona.
During the tour Manchester
Unitedkept a fast-paced schedule.
Their visit to Seattle was one of
their longest stays in an American
city, however, and their coaches
wanted to take advantage of their
sojourn.
“I think they went through
the Sounders, and the Sounders
got in touch with me and asked
if we’d be interested in being a
site, and obviously we said yes,”
Agoos said.
Team officials sched-
uled a site visit during which
Agoos emphasized the prox-
imity of Championship Field
to Manchester United’s other
Seattle destinations. He knew that
Manchester United scouts were
also considering facilities like the
Sounders’ Starfire Sports Complex
and the Seahawks’ Virginia Mason
Athletic Center (VMAC).
“On a scale of 1 to 10, VMAC
is an 11,” Agoos said. Regardless
of the quality of the VMAC as
a facility, its Renton location
placed it about 30 minutes away
from CenturyLink Field and the
team’s hotel. “I kind of sold them
on the idea that if they wanted
very low maintenance train-
ing . . . [that] would be really
close to the hotel and the city,”
Championship field was the
ideal location.
difficult it becomes to schedule
games on the weekends. Joining
the WAC will give the univer-
sity the ability to arrange games
that work better with student
athletes’ schedules.
“What we’re able to do is lock
into a schedule where we can
schedule games long in advance,
make savings on travel costs,” said
Tim Leary, executive vice presi-
dent. “So getting into the con-
ference is just a really important
thing for us to do.”
[Joining the WAC] is
an opportunity to play
at the highest level
Eric Guerra
Associate Athletic Director for
Finance and Compliance
Since Seattle U’s decision to
return to D-I athletics the univer-
sity’s community has wondered
how its teams would find a path
to championship competitions.
“What [belonging to the WAC]
does isit also gives us that avenue,
that directopportunity to play for
a birth into an NCAA champion-
ship,” Guerra said. “It’s going to
give our fans, in time, some really
Manchester United chose to
practice at Championship Field
for one of their lighter train-
ing sessions on July 18. Players
from Seattle U’s men’s and
women’s soccer teams, as well as
coaches, were invited to the ses-
sions to watch legendary play-
ers, like striker Wayne Rooney
and midfielder Ryan Giggs,
run drills.
“It was one of the highlights of
my summer,” said senior Demaci
Roussos, a midfielder and de-
fender for the men’s soccer team.
“Being on the field with them was
a humbling experience.”
The British football club’s
work on Championship Field
paid off. They won their friendly
match against the Sounders 7-0.
Manchester United won each of
their five matches during their
stateside tour.
Despite their busy and victo-
ry-strewn schedule, the men of
Manchester United found time
for philanthropic work dur-
ing their tour. The football club
partnered with Special Olympics
to host skill building sessions for
Special Olympic athletes in all
five cities they visited.
“The clinics are part ofa grow-
ing relationship between Special
Olympics and Manchester
United, which supports unity
through sport amongst all ath-
letes, encouraging and empow-
ering people with intellectual
disabilities and promoting ac-
ceptance for all,” according to
a Special Olympic press release
published on July 20.
The football club held their
exciting rivalries. And that to me
is what makes college athletics so
much fun, so compelling.”
New rivalries with other uni-
versities in the WAC will hopefully
draw the attention and support of
Seattle U’s non-athlete students.
Athletes and non-athletes will
take note of Seattle U’s increased
profile because of the entry into
the WAC.
“We got back in Division-
One athletics first and foremost
to raise the profile of a great
university,” Leary said. “When
we’re on television and the presi-
dent’s doing a halftime interview
or I’m doing one...you’ll notice
the first thing we talk about is
the university.”
Learyadded that Seattle U will
reach new audiences thanks to its
membership in the WAC. The
conference’s contract with ESPN,
which lasts through the 2016-
2017 season, also means Seattle
U games will be broadcast on the
prominent sports network.
“There’s something about the
WAC that’s a great fit for us,”
Hogan said. “It’s kind of rein-
vented itself a couple of times,
and that’s kind ofwhat we’ve tried
to do.”
Sam can be reached at
skettering@su-spectator.com
Seattle clinic with the Special
Olympics at Championship
Field. Members from Seattle
U’s men’s and women’s soc-
#








“I think [the clinics] hit it
right on the head,” Roussos
said. “It’s one of the best teams
in the world, and they’re doing
something in line with [Seattle
U’s mission], so it was one of the
best possible combos for me as
an athlete.”
Throughout their visits to
ChampionshipField, Manchester
United officials remained deeply
impressed with facilities’ mainte-
nance of the space.
“When they walked out
onto the field for the first time
the field was in such good
shape they thought it was turf,”
Agoos said.
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We welcome a new,
modestly sized class
After the veritable flood of freshmen was unleashed on
campus in the fall of 2010, campus resources found them-
selves strained. Lines at C-Street were longer and upper class-
men had to be fit into the Murphy Apartments for the first
time. The Department of Admissions promised to reduce
numbers this year to ease the strain. And with an estimated
875 students (200 fewer than the class of 2014) for the class
of 2015, is making large strides in achieving that goal.
As the university continues to grow, responsible growth
must be emphasized. Ensuring incoming freshman classes
are sized appropriately means the community can best serve
each and every one of its students. This is asocial justice issue.
It is the responsibility of the university to provide adequate
resources to all its students. Smaller class sizes means fewer
students in dorms and less make-shift “transitional triples”
in rooms that are built for two students.
While this achievement is certainly commendable and
is indicative of strong leadership within the department,
we withhold some praise until we see next year’s numbers.
Students of the class of 2014 are now sophomores, which
means they are still living on campus, many of them in the
Murphy Apartments as upperclassmen move into the newly
opened Douglas. The housing crunch may be resolved, but
classroom resources remain the same.
Incoming class numbers must remain low until campus
resources expand further. While growth is good, this is a mat-
ter of serving the students.
All that said, we welcome the class of 2015. We hope you
take advantage of every campus resource the university has to
offer. We hope you continue to ask your school to improve
for your sake and for the sake of the classes that will come
after you.
TheSpectator editorial board consists ofFrances Dinger, Kira Brodie, MacKenzie Blake, Emma McAleavy, Dallas Goschie, Kelton Sears, J. Adrian Munger, Sarah Hiraki and
Sy Beqn. Signed commentaries reflect the opinions of the authors and not necessarilythose of The Spectator. The views expressed in these editorials are not necessarily
the views of Seattle University.
UWire.com
Don’t drug test college Freshman
Central Florida University
Future Editorial Board
As Linn State Technical College
in Missouri started a new semes-
ter, it instituted a new policy upon
itsstudents.
The Chronicle of Higher
Education recently reported that
all 1,200 students at this institu-
tion were required to submit urine
samples in what might be consid-
ered the most extensive drug-testing
policy at a public college or univer-
sity in the United States.
The test was conducted inresponse
to a survey ofan advisory council of
industry and business leaders.
According to the Chronicle,
more than 80 percent of the re-
spondents supported drug testing,
saying it might serve to better pre-
pare students for the drug-free work
environments they will be in after
graduation, according to Richard
R. Pemberton, Linn State’s associate
dean ofstudent affairs,
Pemberton argues that the process
is intended to ensure the safety of the
students, giventhat this particular col-
lege provides hands-on training with
heavy machinery, high-voltage elec-
tronics and even nuclear technology,
according to the Chronicle.
“It’s not amatter ofcatching them
doing something wrong and kick-
ing them out ofcollege,” Pemberton
said. “The whole process is meant to
be educational.”
This new practice is wrong and
could create a precedent upon which
other colleges decide to submit all of
its incoming freshmen to drug testing.
Collegesand universitiesare meant to be
institutions ofhigher learning. Students
come to these institutions to better
themselves and sometimes seek them
out as a final means to get their lives in
order. Even ifstudents are not kicked
out as a result of this particular policy,
it is possible that failureof the drug test
could go on file as part of thestudents
Grow up, be safe
On Sept 10, Robert Townshend, 23, was struckand killed
while riding his bike in the University District, delivering a
Jimmy John’s sandwich. He was wearing a helmet. He had
the right ofway. The next day in Port Angeles, a woman was
also struck and killed while wearing a helmet and a neon
safety vest. The number of bike deaths has risen 25 percent
over the past six years.
Out of these statistics and headlines, fingers have been
pointed, faux-wars have been declared and voices have been
raised in anger. Some say reckless bikers are bringing about
their own demise, some blame careless drivers with an ill-will
towards bike traffic, some blame poor public transportation
infrastructure. Most want to lump all the blame on one party,
but in reality, all three parties are responsible. If the deaths
are going to stop, everyone needs to admit that we can all
do better.
Bikers: You are still allowed to wear your form fitting hats
that you love so much, but wear them under a helmet. Ride
in the bike line. Don’t veer around because you’re smaller and
more gas efficient than everyone else. Traffic lights still apply
to you. We do live in Seattle, and we do have a great bike
culture, but this does not make you invincible.
Drivers: The culture of unrequited hatred towards bikers
is unacceptable and unnecessary. Bikers are not trying to eat
up road space. They are not sucking away public funding
by asking for more bike lanes (only seven percent of Seattle
transportation money is dedicated to bikes, the rest is all you).
Most of the road is yours already—so looking for those who
are only seek to use a tiny sliver of it.
City Council: Dedicated bikeways and expanded bike lanes
are a no brainer in a city that prides itself on being green. If
more than seven percent of funding were in fact put towards
easing pedestrian and bike flow, many of these deaths could
be avoided. Let’s all grow up and get safe.
permanent record at the university.
This is not the first time a uni-
versity or institution of higher learn-
ing has chosen to drug test students.
Accordingto the Chronicle, flight stu-
dents at Embry-Riddle Aeronautical
University in Daytona Beach are
required to submit to random urine
screenings and to disclose any cita-
tions for driving under the influence
of alcohol. Macomb Community
College in Michigan screens students
in some of its medical programs.
Dan Viets, a lawyer working
with the Missouri Civil Liberties
Association, says this is the first time
he’s seen a public college require drug
tests for the entire student body. This
includes students taking classes where
they do not deal with dangerous
equipment, such as accounting and
communications courses.
“They seem to be on the cutting
edge ofviolating students’ civil liber-
ties,” Viets said.
There is also an argument being
made among civil libertarians that
this practice may violate the “un-
reasonable search and seizure”
clause of the Fourth Amendment
to our constitution.
There may be certain instances
where drug-testing of students is ap-
propriate. To issue a blanket drug test-
ing ofall incoming students, as Linn
State has done here, raises serious
questions about the rights ofstudents.
The constitutional questions raised by
civil libertarians must be considered.
This incident could also set a
precedent, leading other schools to
point to this example as a justifica-
tion for drug testing all incoming
freshmen. Many promising students
could potentially be rejected outright
ifthis policywere to be implemented
at other universities. The practice of
drug testing students needs to be ex-
amined carefully. We must make sure
the rights of students and individu-





NASA deserves more federal funding
J. Adrian Munger
Opinion Editor
A recent string ofphenomenal new discov-
eries in space highlights the wild possibilities
of space exploration and makes it clear that
NASA should be one of the most important
government agencies in the United States.
Just a few weeks ago, astronomers discov-
ered a planet made almost entirelyof crystal-
lized carbon-mostly in the form of diamond.
An entire planet composed of diamonds
highlights the vast potential for planetary
expansion based on natural resources. NASA
doesn’t have the ability to make use of min-
eral resources in our own solar system, but
has drawn up plans for founding permanent
colonies on Mars. Currently, these plans are
essentially pipedreams. NASA’s budget re-
ductions have made large-scale missions to
Mars impossible.
Making planets like Mars habitable is
a daunting task, but in the last few weeks
astronomers have discovered a planet that
already has conditions conducive to human
life. While colonizing that particular planet
is impossible due to its distance from Earth,
its existence is proof that Earth isn’t unique.
Space colonization is possible— as is life on
other planets. Its obvious that possibilities
of space exploration haven’t diminished; if
anything, these recent discoveries show that
NASA’s continued support has practical, eco-
nomic and scientific benefits. NASA’s ability
to provide these benefits is contingent on
additional funding from the federal govern-
ment. NASA’s funding is less than one per-
cent of the annual federal budget, down 80
percent from the Space Race era.
This needs to change. The incredible pos-
sibilities of space exploration are just now
becoming evident, and taxpayers shouldn’t
think ofNASA as a waste, or luxury, but rath-
er an investment. The scientific, economic
and ecological benefits greatly outweigh the
admittedly high costs of an expanded NASA
program
The short term benefits are also clear-
weather and GPS satellites were put in space
using NASA technology. Modern telecom-
munications are also based on these systems
of satellites. New practical uses of this sat-
ellite technology are being theorized, but
without funding these dreams will only be
realized if they demonstrate financial viabil-
ity, thus making them desirable to the private
sector.
As in the Age of Exploration, there will
be a time when the private sector will be the
dominant force in space exploration and re-
search, but we haven’t reached the point at
which corporations have an economic incen-
tive to explore the stars.
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Scenes from the summer in Seattle
Summer is Seattle is eventful and diverse. The Blue Angels flew over during Sea Fair, a rainbow flag flew loud
and proud during Seattle Pride, clowns and men in stilts made anappearance at the Greenwood Seafair Parade and
Bumbershoot, respectively, and 11 artists showcased their workin condemned homes for Mad Arts presentation
ofMad Homes. Mad Homes photos by Frances Dinger. Others by Joe Dyer, special to The Spectator.
Neptune reopens as a concert venue All the food you missed over summer
ALaal Lm
lastlooks
Frances Dinger | The Spectato
Joe Dyer special for the Spectator
su-spectator.com/multimedia
